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From political and historical aspects middle east is an important part and holds a significant position
as afro Eurasian area. Its history goes back to the ancient times and is the birth place to a number
of religions including Islam, Christianity and Judaism. It has a hot climate and is the largest owner of
crude oil reservoirs. Apart from that middle east is renowned for its architectural marvels and rich
cultural heritage.

If planning a travel to Middle East, a itinerary guide will be much helpful to explore exclusive places
of travel across middle east.

Dubai:-- Dubai is the first place that you would love to visit. This has been completely transformed
from the tranquil, sleepy town to a city of high rise and architectural marvels. Dubai is full of
executive hotels that cater to high fliers and embodiment of exclusivity. The hotels and restaurants
out there have wide range of cuisines to offer to its visitors. This city is progressing rapidly and has
become the prominent cities of the world and favorite destination for tourists across the globe. It is
often referred as the shopping capital of the world. Some of the world renowned shopping malls out
there include Mall of the Emirates, Ibn Battuta Mall and Burjuman Centre.

You can even become a part of some famous festivals celebrated out there like Dubai Desert
Classic, which is one of the most popular golf tournaments. The Bride Show features a host of
events based on the theme of weddings. The Dubai International Film Festival is also one such
festival that has special screenings of international and local cinema.

Dubai is followed by Qatar another tourist hub on your Middle East travel list. Qatar is widely known
for its food and drinks, Apart from the traditional food, one can enjoy licking fingers with the famous
sea food presented here at various restaurants and hotels. Mainly fish and meat is served here.
One of the popular food services presented here includes the Matchboush that is a tender meat,
cooked and served in spices and with rice. Om Ali is a popular dessert served here. This is very
much liked by all visitors. Qatar has a huge chain of restaurants that are ever ready to serve the
delicies throughout the day and night to its visitors. 

Coming up next is Egypt. If you are history enthusiast and love to see and read the mavels of past
time, this place is full of it. Your travel to middle east will be unaccomplished if you miss this place.
for the archeologists is place is no less than a heaven. The pyramids of Giza, the giant sphinx are
prominent sightseeing places. There are around 138 pyramids out there in Egypt memorizing the
various Pharaohs in different times.

Besides that there are several other favorite tourist spots to visit including Saudi Arabia, Sudan,
Israel, Libya etc. Plan your Middle East Travel And Tours with some good guide who can make all
the arrangements for your stay and traveling in advance so you can enjoy to the full with no hassle
to bother about.

For Middle East Travels log on to: http://www.rihlaprime.com
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